DVD's & CD's
vs. Streaming and
Downloadable Media

Good morning. I am Ronald Headen, adult and YA media
selector for the Greensboro Public Library in Greensboro, North
Carolina. There is also a juvenile media selector that follows the
same guidelines for selecting items for that collection. We have
8 branches. There have been some recent conversations on
whether libraries should continue to maintain large media
collections. I thought this would be a good time to explore it.

Since I have a limited media budget that has to accommodate
8 locations, it was necessary to come up with a selection plan.
Basically, my choices are based on a collection development
profile for each location that encompasses its demographics
and subjects that circulate well there. Customer and staff
input are reviewed also. Some of the locations have specific
themes such as art, environment, and multiculture. These
factors are strongly considered in the selection process.
Everyone will receive a copy of a blockbuster title. TV seasons
are spread out among all locations. A few locations may
receive more copies of specific type than others.

For example, I have two locations that are enormous fans
of the British dramas and comedies. Circulation of each
genre are extremely high at these locations. I know
immediately to assign any new Acorn releases to one or
sometimes both depending on the popularity of the show.
Midsomer Murders anyone?

2020 GPL Media Collection
Audiobooks – 24, 601
•
•
•
•
•

3 week loan period
1 renewal
5 limit
no lock cases
50 cents per day overdue fine

•

•
•
•

DVD – 70, 107
one week loan single sets (1-2 discs)
and 1 renewal
two week loan period multi-disc sets
(3 or more discs) and no renewal
locked cases
50 cents per day overdue fine

Music CD – 5,014
•
•

one week loan and 1 renewal
locked cases

• 50 cents per day overdue fine
All items can accrue a maximum
fine of $5 per item.

In 2000, there were 27,882 video stores open in the U.S., and in
late 2015, it was down to 4,445. In 2017, it was reported that
about 86% of 15,300 video stores that were open in the US in
2007 were closed, bringing the number down to about 2,140
remaining stores. Some of the local Mom & Pop stores remained.
A few held on by becoming adult only stores and discarded their
popular feature films and TV show titles. Blockbuster, the largest
video store chain has one store left and it is in Alaska.
Media has always circulated well at Greensboro Public Library
despite many customers being premium cable subscribers. It
started with a Audio Visual Dept. that circulated 16mm & Super
8 films and projectors for both. Slide projectors could be

checked out also and classic films could be ordered from
the State Library’s large feature film collection on 16mm. I used
that service to bring home 3 films every weekend while it
lasted.
It was when the video stores began to close and the rise of
Redbox that we noticed a significant increase in our DVD
requests and checkouts. Before the closing of the stores, our
policy was not to add a new title to the collection until 6
months to a year after its release. We did not want to appear
that we were competing with the video stores. After all,
checking them out at the library was cost free unless you
returned them late. It was decided when the last stores closed

we would offer the newer titles. Until we contracted with
Midwest, the majority of our DVD’s and music CD’s were
purchased from Amazon. We realized that we had become the
go to outlet for DVD’s when some of the popular blockbuster
titles generated 100 or more holds. Previously it had been an
average of 25 – 30 max for them. We then had to begin
ordering additional copies of the titles to decrease the waiting
time for them.
Midwest was a very welcome vendor. I was able to preorder
titles and have customers place holds before the release date
and have them in their hands usually within the week of its
release. This was due to the items sent to us were processed by

Midwest and ready to circulate. They are our primary vendor
for DVD’s, music cd’s and audiobooks. We still use Amazon for
items Midwest does not stock.
Overdrive yearly circulation total has overtaken print
circulation more than we expected. If you look at it as a cyber
branch, it is a top circulation location. In the past 30 days, there
have been 48,833 checkouts to GPL users. We were happy to
see a 3.4 % increase in our on site circulation in February 2020
as opposed to February 2019.
Another trend in the past couple of years has been a decrease

in library foot traffic. I realized that I was not seeing some of our
frequent users. I thought maybe it was because I was not present
at their visits. I began to encounter them in other public places
and mentioned that I had not seen them in some time. The
response I was always given is that they had discovered the
digital library collection and was loving it. They thought it was
wonderful to not have to leave home for library materials. I have
noticed that some are still using the NCDL, but returning to the
library to get some popular titles that have long waiting lists at
NCDL. It was determined the wait time for the physical book was
much shorter at the library.

Audio CD’s

The GPL audiobook collection began with abridged audio
cassette titles. When unabridged became available as an
option, it was decided that all future purchases would only be
in that format.
Like VHS, the cassette became obsolete with the release of
audio CD and many companies began to only offer that
format. Both circulated well together, then CD took over and
we discontinued the cassettes and put them in the book sale.
Although one of my audiobook vendors told me a few years
ago that one of their New England library accounts still

exclusively circulated audio cassettes. They were manufacturing
them on demand. If I remember correctly it was Recorded Books.
I must remember to ask him the next time he visits, if that is still
the case. I just can’t imagine it. I do not miss the days of having a
someone thrust a cassette in my face with the tape hanging out
and mangled. Also, someone got one stuck in their car player and
attempting to release it, damaged both the cassette and player.
They requested that we pay for the cost of replacing the player.
Midwest and several Standing Order Plans with Recorded Books
are our two main vendors for audiobook CD’s. Midwest processes
them so they are shelf ready upon arrival. We still have to process
in-house any titles from Recorded Books.

Random House/Penguin Books on Tape and Blackstone are also
used for audiobooks, but also require in-house processing.

We began to notice a decline in our audio books as the
popularity of Overdrive shot through the roof. It was not
necessary for me to order 3-4 or more copies of a Grisham and
Patterson title. The usual numbers of large holds on popular
authors had decreased since customers were placing holds for
downloadable media. I have observed a change in this in the
past 18 months. Many customers have informed me that they

have returned to the library for their audiobooks because of the
extremely long waiting lists at Overdrive. Since there are 16
libraries in the consortium using the collection, some titles have
had amazingly long waiting lists for downloadable audiobooks.
For example Michele Obama’s Becoming had over 700 on the
waiting list. Many told me they were able to obtain a library
physical copy much sooner. Due to the usual enormous price of
audio at Overdrive, it has not been budget practical for many
selectors to add numerous copies in that format.
There has been some concern about the future of audiobook
CD’s. Within the past year some titles have only been available as

a digital copy. Books on Tape has been the leader in this. Many of
their new releases are only available in this format. They will
sometimes send out a survey to selectors to vote on whether to
offer a specific title on CD. This occurred with the release of Where
the Crawdad Sings by Delia Owens. I voted yes because I felt it was
going to be big. Also, I have had many audio CD customers that
were concerned we may cut back on them and they asked “please
don’t forget about us audio CD users.”
Many use them on extended trips, long job commutes, or at work if
permitted. I was a little surprised to learn that most of the
accounting department at our local JC Penney’s used them at work.

A recent kink for drivers has been that new car models are no
longer equipped with CD players. Some have told me that they
have purchased an external CD/DVD drive to place in the vehicle.
We have had very little interest in the MP3 format, so it was
determined not to go to the expense of adding any to the
collection.
Several years ago we offered playaways at several locations.
Interest in them was strong at first, but then we began to field
complaints about them, especially from some of our older
customers. Circulation dropped significantly for them after

awhile, so we did not add any new titles. Among the ones left,
every now and then someone will ask for one of the titles. At my
location, that seems to be no more than once or twice a year.
In addition to North Carolina Digitial Library via Overdrive, GPL
customers can access audio through the following free sites:
• NCLive Home Grown
• TumbleBooks (for kids)
• MyiLibrary (for kids)

Our customers with High Point Public Library cards have access
to Hoopla and RB Digital One Click. Recorded books also offers
RB Digital (all of their platforms), Quello (filmed music concerts),
Indieflix (independent and foreign films), and Pongalo (Spanish
telenovelas and translated films)
I, of course order all the popular titles and authors. I also add
some that I think will appeal to the demographics of the
location.
Some have issued a death knell for audio CD’s, but I think it may
be premature. There is still a demand for them at the GPL.

Music CD

Once upon a time music CD’s were very popular at the library. It
was one of the reasons we decided to add Freegal to our digital
downloads.
It has always been my philosophy to offer a media collection of
diverse genres. I want anyone who is looking for a media item to
leave with something, even if it was not exactly what they came
for.
So the music CD’s I purchased are Classical, Opera, Jazz, Pop,

Country, Gospel, Easy Listening, Hip-Hop (edited), Rock, World
Music and boxed sets. The collection manager decided we
would not purchase any titles with parents advisory warning
label.

Customers were excited to find new releases by Taylor Swift,
Madonna, Beyonce, and older titles by Elvis Presley, Michael
Jackson, and Frank Sinatra among many others in the collection.
At one point we decided to have a separate YA collection
featuring the top titles for that demographic. The idea was that
it would draw teens and young adults to the library to check
them out and explore our other services.

It worked beautifully for several years. We offered new titles
within a week or two after release. Then came iTunes, Spotify,
Amazon Music and other music streaming and downloadable
music services. The YA music collection circulation plummeted
significantly. I finally stopped ordering titles for it in 2019.
Music CD circs among the adult users remained stable until
2018, when it began to drop. The adults had discovered and
embraced the same streaming and downloadable services that
were popular among the teens and young adults.
My music CD budget was reduced in half. I expect since the

since the numbers have not improved, it may be reduced more
for the next fiscal year. I still have a faithful number that check
them out, but it has not increased the past few years. Also, many
popular titles became “not returned.”
Many have been predicting the death of the music cd the past
few years. I and many others feel that it is too soon to plan a
funeral for them. I have been a music collector since the age of 6,
and still make a monthly purchase of them. Let’s not forget the
return of vinyl, which many said would never happen. Though,
I do not feel vinyl needs to be added to the library again. No one
has requested it.

Freegal was a success when we first offered it and continues to
be so. It is a pay per play service that allows the library to choose
a weekly limit per customer for downloading music from its
library of more than 10,000 selections. Our customers are
allowed five downloads a week per card.
The big pro for this service you can keep the downloaded title. It
will even burn to a recordable CD. The cons are as follows:
• Only titles from Sony/BMG and some independent music
labels are available. A few of their top artists have not allowed
them to offer their output
• Five downloads are not enough to obtain a whole album

• Same day release for all titles may not always be available
Hoopla will give you same day release access and have
contracted with a large variety of labels, so the customer will
more choices than Freegal. You cannot download them to keep
forever, but will have access to an entire album.

DVD’s
When we moved into our new building in 1998, the AV
Department was eliminated and 16mm films and projectors
were deleted from the collection. There was a VHS collection
that was moved to shelves near the Circulation desk. DVD’s were
added at one point. When DVD’s became the preferred format,
the VHS collection was deleted and placed with our book sale
items.
As previously stated, DVD circulation surged after the closing of
the video stores. A YA DVD collection was established with the
same intent mentioned earlier on the YA music collection. It too

was successful and met our goals of attracting teens and young
adults to the library.
Within the past two years we observed a new trend. A significant
amount of adults were the primary users of the YA DVD collection.
We were not seeing many teens and young adults browsing the
collection as in the past. Looking for reasons and talking with
some, streaming and downloadable services were responsible.
Also many who wanted a new title immediately and felt that our
wait list was too long, returned to Redbox.
The collection manager was compiling some stats recently and
was surprised that media circulation within 12 months had

dropped at 5 locations and increased at 3 locations. The average
decrease was 40%. The increase was 18%. I was surprised because
I had seen increases of holds on many items. Holds on the
blockbuster and popular actor new releases were a given, but
many “little” films had healthy waiting lists. Black Panther set a
record of having close to 150 holds at its peak. I had to order extra
copies twice to meet the demand and reduce the wait time.
Despite this overall downward turn in DVD circulation, we still
circulated 16, 608 DVD’s and audiobooks in February 2020. Still
healthy numbers to me.
We looked for reasons at this change in numbers. It was
determined the same reasons that happened with the music CD

collection had occurred with the DVD collection. Streaming and
downloadable media services had surged in popularity. This time it
was embraced by numerous adults and teens. All of a sudden, there
was an avalanche of options of these services. Subscription prices
were basically inexpensive, and you did not have to put your name
on a waiting list.
I began to receive requests for films and TV shows that had not
been released on DVD, even though their normal runs had ended.
All of these titles had one thing in common. They were original
productions of streaming services such as Netflix and Amazon.
When both first started offering original films and shows, after a
certain time period, they were available on DVD. I checked with my

vendor for answers on their unavailability and hoped for an
answer that releases were delayed and would be available soon
for purchase. Wrong! It was decided by these services that these
productions were extremely popular and by not releasing them
on DVD would be an incentive to gain new subscribers. After all if
you wanted to view it so bad, and had no other option, you
would subscribe.
The library does have some streaming options. We subscribe to
Kanopy. We wanted to offer at least one of the premium library
streaming services since we did not have Midwest’s Hoopla. Our
Midwest representative has been trying to get us to sign up for it
since it originated. As mentioned before, our users have access to

if they have a High Point Public Library card. Kanopy is pay per
view and the library sets the limits of viewing per card.

Kanopy has a large number of documentaries, foreign films,
independent films, shorts, educational and feature films. Most of
the feature films are public domain titles, but still very good. We
loved the idea of being to use any of their content for film
programming without having a film license. We have Swank and
MPLC licenses for programming, but they mainly cover the major
studios output. I must mention that we got a surprise when we
chose a Kanopy title for a program that we had viewed with the
testing process. We were unable to locate the title was we began
our service. I contacted the company and got another surprise.

They have two content service tiers. One for public libraries and
one for academic libraries. The title we chose was not available
for public libraries. This was not mentioned by any of their staff
during our contract negotiation and testing period. We were not
pleased with that information not being shared, but the service
has proved to be enormously popular.
GPL users can also access films through NCLive, which also
features Films on Demand.
A year ago Recorded Books obtained Acorn TV. Acorn is the prime
distributor of British TV shows outside of the BBC. Anything
Acorn circulates like mad at several of our locations. We hope to

add it to our streaming services in the future. It makes the
Acorn fans drool when I mention it exists. I think a few have
subscribed to it because they did not want to wait. Some of the
Acorn titles are available on Netflix. There is also BritBox,
another subscription services for British TV fans. While many of
the shows are available on both, there are some that are
exclusive to each. Recorded books also offers IndieFlix and
Pongalo (Spanish telenovelas and films) for streaming.
Streaming has had a significant impact on the DVD market.
Since 2008, DVD sales have declined more than 86%. A
combination of the Great Recession, on demand and digital
purchases, and the launch of numerous streaming services

attributed to this major decline. Since 2011, platforms such as
Netflix, Hulu, and HBO have seen sales skyrocket 1,231%to 12.9
billion in revenue. Wow! Other streaming services have entered
the market. It is expected that Amazon Prime Video, Disney, NBC
Peacock, HBO Max, Apple TV, Vudu, iTunes, CW Watch and CBS
will continue this trend. It appears that everyone is jumping on
the streaming and digital bandwagon.
In the past year several articles have posted looking at the state
of DVD’s vs streaming. Record Head on October 18, 2019 posted
“Are DVD’s making a comeback?” Key points were as follows:
1. It is not uncommon for new technology to replace the old. We
saw this with Beta, VHS, DVD vs. Blu-ray and now streaming

and digital downloads.
2. Though it appears DVD is ill, it is not time to move it to the
deathbed. One interesting fact is that Samsung is no longer
manufacturing Blu-ray 4k players for the US. Blu-rays never
overtook DVD’s as predicted. I think many of us just did not see
replacing our collections again with a new format as we did with
VHS. Blu-ray only as a small percentage in the market.
3. DVD’s remain superior in quality for viewing vs. streaming and
digital downloads. The compressing of the picture and audio is
much clearer on DVD.

4. As long as there is a viable and profitable market for Redbox
and DVD/Blu-ray sales it will not die out. Film collectors like
myself, continue to make significant monthly purchases of DVD’s.
5. The special features so dear to the heart of DVD collectors and
film fanatics (count me in) are very rarely available with
streaming and digital.
“In Defense of Physical Media: Why You Should Keep Buying Blurays and DVD’s” by Matt Goldenberg posted on June 26, 2019
pointed out that streaming services will drop some content, so a
something viewed to day could be gone the next time you desire
to view it. DVD’s are essentially forever. I have to share the story

two sisters that we call the “DVD Sisters” who frequent my
location. They are retired and make weekly visits to check out
DVD’s. Sometimes two or three times in the week. They do a lot
of binge watching and love the old TV westerns like Wagon Train
and The Rifleman. I observed at some point they would complete
a season then start checking it out from the first season again. I
get lots of suggested purchases for them that are unfortunately
unavailable on DVD. Some are streaming, but when I mentioned
that, I got a very negative response. They expressed streaming
was despised by both. They would not be happy with a service
that at anytime could pull content that they viewed multiple
times.

I spoke with one N.C. academic library who offers popular DVD
titles along with educational titles. The popular titles circulation
very well and the “not returned” rate is on an average with
public library systems.
I also want to mention that in my research I discovered that one
N.C. public library system has never added any media to its
collection except for audiobooks. They have focused mainly on
providing books to their customers in a timely manner. FAQ’s at
their site reflected an interest in other media and library
streaming being added. The response was Overdrive and NCLive

were accessible to their users and that these services are reviewed
and budget issues would play a big part in adding them. It appears
that they are very successful and have content customers without
them.

I conclude that we are not yet ready to discard our DVD, music
and audio book CD collections for the following reasons:
1. Circulation for these collections are still healthy enough to
maintain their availability. When looking at possible reasons as
to why media circulation dropped at 5 locations and increased
at 3, it dawned on us it may have largely been demographic.
The 5 locations had a large population of upper and middle
class residents that could probably afford the costs of
streaming and other services. The other 3 were essentially
consisted of lower income families who embraced obtaining
media at no cost. Of course this is a theory.

2. Families enjoy making a DVD visit to the library. Friday
afternoons became a peak DVD circulation period for my and
other locations. It was not uncommon to be unable to see the
DVD section from the desk on Friday from 4-6 pm, due to the
crowd in front it. 90% of items checked out during that time
period were DVD’s. One of my co-workers expressed that she felt
as if she was working at Blockbuster during that time. We both
later found Blockbuster t-shirts on eBay to wear occasionally on
Fridays.

3. Maintaining a diverse collection will offer customers many
titles that will not be available to stream. I have a large audience
at a few locations that love the cheesy horror films from the 50’s
and 60’s. I once had a request for Mexican horror films made
during the same time. It took a lot of searching, but I finally
found a resource to purchase them and a made a customer very
happy. I sincerely doubt this is the kind of content you will find at
Netflix and other streaming services. I have to point out that we
do not have any Blu-rays in our collection. We thought about it at
one point, but due to the budget and the confusion it might
cause, decided against it. I could image someone without a Bluray player checking one out and coming back to inform us it

would not play. Also I have been ordering the media for over ten
years and in all that time, I have only had one inquiry about
adding them to the collection.
4. One of the first questions many new users signing up for a
library card is “do we have DVD’s and/or audio books?” We now
include that in our introductory spiel to new customers.

I finally conclude that for the foreseeable future we are still a
primary resource for media items for many of our customers. We
may need to scale back on quantity. At this time we should
continue to maintain a healthy and diverse collection.

One Stop Vendors for DVD’s, Music CD’s, and Audio books
Amazon: www.amazon.com
Corporate library account available.
Midwest Tape: www.midwesttape.com
Can process materials to be shelf ready. Shopping carts of various
genres are provided by request.

Rbdigital: www.recordedbooks.com (unlimited streaming of
audiobooks, ebooks, films (Acorn TV etc.) , magazines, filmed
music concerts from Qello and games).

Audiobook Vendors
*Sole and exclusive source for some titles
Blackstone Library: www.blackstonelibrary.com*
Books on Tape: www.booksontape.com

Recorded Books www.recordedbooks.com*
Standing Order Plans are available. We have 3 quarterly of 12
items per plan for Urban, Christian, and bestsellers. There is a
monthly one of 20 popular titles.

Downloadable Music
Freegal: www.libraryideas.com/freegal

Hoopla: www.midwesttapes.com (this popular library service
also includes films and audiobooks)

Film Streaming Services for Libraries
Acorn TV (distributed by Recorded Books www.recordedbooks.com
Hoopla: www.midwesttapes.com
IndieFlix: www.recordedbooks.com (independent and foreign films)
Kanopy: www.kanopy.com/signup
Pongalo (Spanish language telenovelas and translated films)
www.recordedbooks.com
Qello: www.recordedbooks.com (filmed music concerts)

Thank you. I have enjoyed making this presentation. I am very
passionate about the media collection since I love film and music
so much. I was overjoyed when media selection was assigned to
me. I also want to acknowledge the great service provided by our
Technical Services Dept. that performs in-house processing. They
care about the collection as much as I do, and always has them
ready for the shelves in a timely manner.
Are there any questions? You can also email me at
ronald.headen@greensboro.nc.gov.

